The NHBG Buildings Archive - a guide to its use.
Ian Hinton
As a result of a generous grant from English Heritage in 2012, the Group
was able to ask the website developers to set up a database which would
sit behind our website. It contains all the details of the buildings that
have been examined by NHBG members in the surveys undertaken as
part of the work for our Journals on New Buckenham, Tacolneston and
Walsingham, as well as the details of individual properties surveyed as
a result of requests by their owners, each of whom has consented to the
sharing of the information with NHBG members.
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What the archive contains
In addition to the text report on each building, the database contains
a selection of photographs of notable features as well as floorplans and
detailed drawings where these were made. The aim was to make this
information available to NHBG members for analysis and research.
To enable this research, the elements that make up each of these
buildings have been separated out and grouped under headings. There
are 29 headings which are further divided into 700 criteria, designed to
capture all the relevant information about any building we are likely to
encounter. The headings are:Location, Site context, Building type, Dating (plaques etc.),
Period, Plan shape, Plan arrangement, No. of storeys, No. of
bays, Roof form, Roof covering, Walling type, No. of chimneys,
Fireplace types, Window types, Flooring material, Screens/
Panelling, Staircases, Entry position, Doors, Beams, Decoration
(chamfers/stops), Brace types, Joints, Fastenings, Posts, Roof
construction, Timber marks, External buildings.
So far, the Group has surveyed over 300 buildings, the majority of
which have been entered on to the database by committee member Jackie
Simpson in a marathon exercise which is approaching completion. It is
hoped that by the time this note appears in the Newsletter the archive
will be open to members for analysis (and testing). In an exercise of this
magnitude and complexity there are bound to be a few errors and the
only way to uncover these is by using the information.
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How to obtain a login
To obtain a login to access the archive, email jackie on
jackie.g.simpson@btinternet.com, who will send a password.

How to access the archive
- Login to the archive by clicking [Archive] at the right end of the gold
bar on the NHBG Home Page (1 above right)
- Enter your email address and password at the bottom of the
screen and click Login (2 right middle). This takes you to the Archive
search screen (3 right)

How to search the archive
The archive can be searched in a number of ways:
1 for an individual building if you know the BIN (building
identification number), click the SEARCH button adjacent;
2 by the town in which the building is located,
3 by checking the box(es) by one or more of the up to 700 criteria
that are recorded for each building, click SEARCH at the bottom
of the list.
Alternatively, all the buildings in the archive can be listed, to allow
browsing through the list (View all buildings).

Building number

Town name

Building criteria

If search tuypes 2 or 3 are used, the archive search
will return a brief summary of all the buildings that fit
the search (in the town selected, or that satisfy all the
building criteria selected), as shown in screen 4 below for
Hempnall.

To return to the main search screen, click the leftmost tab at
the top of the screen, scroll to the foot of the list of properties
and Click the Back to Search button, which will return
you to the top of screen 3.

Using the Building Criteria
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To use the building criteria to search the archive, select each
criterion that you want by clicking on the little boxes to the left
of the text as in screen 7 below. When you have selected all
that you require, scroll to the foot of the list and Click and the
SEARCH button.
It is possible that the combination of criteria you select
may return no matches - in this case reduce the number and try
again.

for example:

Clicking the Building number next to the photo (or the photo
itself) on screen 4 will bring the full report for that building
to the screen as shown in 5 below (in another tab within your
browser).
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buildings of the 15th century

and
with an H-shaped floorplan

and
consisting of an open hall
and two cross wings
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When your researching is completed, do not forget to logout
by clicking LOGOUT at the top right-hand corner of any screen
on the website.
Happy searching!
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At the foot of
the report is a list of
any drawings of the
building.
Clicking
on one of these will
open the drawing in
another tab in your
browser (as in screen
6). These can be closed
when finished with, by
clicking the X on the
particular tab at the top
of the screen.

There are bound to be some problems with an exercise
of this size - please report any errors in the data or problems
with the operation of the system to Jackie Simpson by email,
jackie.g.simpson@btinternet.com detailing the property
number and the problem.

